
The exhibit Visioni contemporanee. Esperienze di confine tra realtà e immaginazione 
(Contemporary visions. Experiences of boundaries between reality and imagination), invented and 
fulfilled by IGAV- Istituto Garuzzo per le Arti Visive and cured by Alessandro Demma, is a group 
exhibit that would like to focus on some of the most significant experiences of  contemporary Italian 
art. A selection of artworks signed by artists that belong to different generations: 29 chosen artists  
in the age between twenty five and fifty. The exhibit, already exposed in Capri (Certosa di San 
Giacomo, september-october 2014), is now reintroduced in Milan at Spazioborgogno and will 
continue in China, destination Shanghai (SPSI Art Museum, june-july 2015).
The project presents expressions, forms and structures of the actual Italian artistic scene, a 
multidisciplinary universe made of ideas, observations, visions. A “diffused” exhibit in which artists 
that work using different techniques and concentrated on different languages, from painting to 
sculpture, from photography to video, to installations, reflects on the present and on the sense of 
doing art today in a global system, that is not closed, but widely open and in rapid mutation. A 
characteristic of world that, no wonder, the polish sociologist Zygmunt Bauman appropriately 
defined “liquid”.
In the multiple artistic reality of today, in a system that everything consumes and everything 
endorses with a movement without interruption, what is the function of art? Which strategies can 
an artist activate to point out the uniqueness of his message? The Visioni contemporanee project 
would like to reflect on the significance of of “making art” and, in particular, it would like to analyze 
and highlight some aspects of Italian art, intended as spaces of cultural reflection and multi-
perceptions of contemporary.
A dialogue between generations, experimentations and events that presents artworks by those 
who reflects on the present and on the possibilities in the future, that encloses the story and the 
critic of the society nowadays, it’s principles and tendencies, and activates “experiences of 
boundaries” between reality and imagination. Visioni contemporanee is the physical and 
conceptual logos wherein different expressions of Italian arts tangle, the ideal and real framework 
of a split significant artistic culture of our country.

Artists in the exhibit: AfterAll; Maura Banfo; Matteo Basilè; Domenico Borrelli;
Botto&Bruno; Stefano Cagol; Gianni Caravaggio; Filippo Centenari; Davide Coltro; Peter
Demetz; Rocco Dubbini; Paolo Grassino; Francesco Jodice; Mariangela Levita; Nicus Lucà;
Domenico Antonio Mancini; Masbedo; Marzia Migliora; Moio&Sivelli; Marina Paris;
Perino&Vele; Giulia Piscitelli; Marco Nereo Rotelli; Rosy Rox; Francesco Sena; Diana
Avgusta Stauer; Adrian Tranquilli; Fabio Viale; Ciro Vitale.

Scientific committee:  Guido Curto; Roberto Lambarelli; Gianluca Marziani.
Official partner: Sisal.

With the support of: : Ministero dei beni e delle attività culturali e del turismo (Ministry of goods and 
cultural activities and tourism)- Soprintendenza speciale per il Patrimonio Storico Artistico 
Etnoantropologico (Special superintendence for Etnoanthropologic Cultural Heritage) and for the 
Polo Museale of the city of Naples and of the Reggia di Caserta; Municipality of Milan;
Campania Region; Province of Naples; City of Capri; Municipality of Anacapri; GAI - Giovani Artisti
Italiani(Young Italian Artists).

Sponsor: Flyren.
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